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In this sec on, we’re going to help you to select 
the right water pump or diesel/petrol pump by telling
you what you’ll need to tell us. What we want to do 
here at Obart Pumps is make sure you don't just 
buy the biggest and the most expensive, thinking 
this may be the best. Buying the wrong pump, 
cheap ocheap or expensive, can be costly: pumping more 
than you need it to (was ng energy), failing 
prematurely and damaging property and/or needing 
to be replaced. Knowing a few key pieces of 
informa on, before you begin, will save you me and 
make sure you spend your money on the right 
pump for the job. Giving us the wrong informa on 
oo en leads to problems, just like a 
computer or mobile device.
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You’ll need to tell us about the pump you’re replacing.

If so, have a look at the specifica on plate. Make a 
note of the manufacturer’s name and model 
number. Write down the voltage and as much other 
iinforma on that you can see.

Try and remember how long it has been working. A 
few months or a few years? If it is only a few 
months it might not be the right pump for the job so 
we’ll need to know more about what you want it 
to do. A few years old should mean it has worked 
sa sfactorily.
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Has it been trouble free during its life? Try and remember 
if you’ve ever had to a end to it. What was 
the problem? 

If you can’t find a specifica on plate take a picture of the 
pump and email it to us.

Once you have all the facts, get in contact with our sales 
departmedepartment.
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If you are using exis ng pipe, what material and 
diameter is it? (Some pipe material can slow pumping 
rates drama cally) We measure in millimetres.

Are there any elbows, T pieces and valves in the 
pipe/required? Count them up.

We’ll need to know about the liquid.

IIs it water or like treacle or something in between? 
(more viscous liquids require more powerful and 
some mes different kinds of pumps) 

What is the chemical make up? Are there hydrocarbons 
present? (Acidic or corrosive liquids and fuels/oils can 
damage certain pump materials).

What is the temperature of the liquid? 
DDoes it contain solids? Are those solids so  and fragile? 
Are they hard and abrasive? (If so, they could wear down 
a pump made from the wrong material) 

Do the solids need to be chopped up? Some pumps 
include a chopper mechanism. 

What size are the solids?

Do you want to use electricity? If it is domes c use you’ll 
probably want 230volts, but we do supply pumps that 
work using 110volts and 400volts for industrial users. 
We can also supply pumps in 12volt and 24volt DC for 
use with a ba ery.

Do you want to use liquid fuel? Petrol, LPG and diesel 
are available but these pumps must be used outdoors. 

DDo you want to pump by hand? Rotary, li  and force and 
diaphragm pumps are available but 
performance is limited and can be hard work if you’ve 
got a lot to pump or pumping up high. Good exercise 
though!

Think about what type of pumps you prefer? Submers-
ible pumps or surface pumps?
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With a pump specifica on, you’ll o en see a graph with 
a curve, or series of curves. This is called 
a “pump curve” and it is the way the performance char-
acteris cs of a pump are described graphically. 
The pump curve describes the rela on between 
flow-rate and the head for the pump.

Each curve is marked with the model number of the 
pump which performance it is describing.

In the top right hand corner you will see the speed at 
which the pump(s) described operate 
at i.e “rpm” (revolu ons per minute). The common motor 
speed for the UK is between 2800 and 3000 rpm. 

HHow high the pump can pump liquid is shown up the le  
side of the graph as “Head m”. 
The numbers indicate the ver cal distance in metres. 

The flow rate of the pump is shown along the bo om of 
the graph as “Flow l/min”. The numbers indicate litres per 
minute. NB fuel pumps indicate this in reverse.
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Where the line ends on the right is the maximum rate at 
which it can pump. e.g. 195 l/min.

Where the line ends on the le  is the maximum height 
this pump can pump to e.g. liquid stops 
coming out e.g. 7.5 metres. 

 

Calculate the head you are pumping at (inc. allowance for 
fi ngs, pipe material, fric on loss etc) 
e.g. at 4 metres. 

Go to this point on the le  hand side of the graph.

Move across the horizontal grid line to touch the curve 
line.

Drop down the ver cal line to touch the bo om line.

TThe point where the ver cal line touches the bo om line 
is the performance at the head.

*5�*4�7&3:�*.1035"/5�50�64&�5)&�$637&�
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You should aim for the pump to work in the middle third 
of a curve (e.g. on the above curve 
between 2 metres and 6 metres).

EEither side of this third and you run the risk of was ng 
energy and/or overloading the pump 
leading to damage and cavirta on. 

Head is crucial: pump can wear, losing flow rate.   
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&YBNQMF� at a head of 4 metres, 
the OM2/OMA2 pump will pump 
120 litres per minute.
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These water pumps are designed to be used fully 
submerged under water.  They are simple to use and 
reliable in opera on because only a discharge 
pipe is required and priming is unnecessary. 

All our submersible pumps are electric, with perfectly 
sealed motors close coupled to the pumping chamber 
tto ensure safe opera on when pumping fluids to the 
surface. 

Our range of submersible pumps covers all these 
common voltages and currents: 12V, 24V, 110V, 
230V and 400V, alterna ng current (AC), for use in 
domes c and industrial applica ons, and direct 
current (DC) for use with ba eries. AC motors 
opeoperate with a mains frequency of 50Hz. Alterna ve 
voltages and frequencies are available 
(price on applica on).
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These water pumps are designed to be used out of 
water. All pumps in this category are electric and, with 
the excep on of model BCP20 condensate pump, 
ththey have motors rated from IP44 to IP55 to indicate 
the level of protec on from material and liquids. 

They require an inlet and an outlet pipe and require 
priming ini ally. 

Our range of surface pumps covers all these common 
voltages and currents: 12V, 24V, 110V, 230V and 400V, 
alterna ng current (AC), for use in domes c and 
industrial applica ons, and direct current (DC) for use 
with ba eries. 

AC motors operate with a mains frequency of 50Hz. 
AAlterna ve voltages and frequencies are available 
(price on applica on).
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These water pumps are designed to be used out of 
water and must not be used inside buildings or par ally 
enclosed areas. Powered by petrol, LPG or diesel, pump 
end op ons are either centrifugal or diaphragm. 

BBoth types of engine pumps require inlet and outlet 
pipe, however, a centrifugal requires priming ini ally 
to self-prime and should not run without water. A 
diaphragm pump does not need priming and it can 
run dry.
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A float switch is a level controller that has a buoyant, 
water- ght device that relies on a liquid, actua ng a 
micro-switch ,when the level rises or, falls, turning a 
pump on or off.  There are various types: Agma a floa ng 
device guided within a tube (fixed directly to a 
submesubmersible pump), Remex a floa ng device a ached to a 
nylon cord (indirectly linked to a pump) and Float Switch-
es, Pendant: floa ng devices connected to a power cable 
(linked indirectly, or fixed directly, to a pump)

-&7&-�130#&4�"/%�4&/4034

These have metal electrodes which use low voltage and 
currents to actuate a conduc ve circuit, 
turning a pump on or off when they are touching, or not 
touching, the liquid.  There are various 
types: Sensor has two electrodes encapsulated in an 
impact resistant rubber shroud (fixed directly to a 
submersible pump), Probes have single electrodes that 
are fixed in plas c sleeves and connected 
tto power wire (indirectly linked to a pump) and SwitcH2O 
(designed specifically for use with LSC1.4S puddle 
sucker) has three electrodes set in an epoxy-resin holder 
connected to power wire (indirectly linked to a pump).
(indirectly linked to a pump).

13&4463&�48*5$)&4

These are electronic devices that will start or stop a 
pump immediately when a tap is opened or closed and 
protect a pump from damage caused by dry-running or 
water hammer. When operated within the rated pressure 
flow and motor specifica on, they can be fi ed to 
sursurface mounted pumps and to the delivery pipework of 
submersible pumps. There are various types to cover 
most applica ons: Logicflow for surface mounted pumps 
with posi ve suc on, Logicpress series, for surface and 
submersible pumps, have gauges and pre-programmed 
se ngs, Mascontrol for large flows and Brio 200M when 
adjustable se ngs are necessary.

7'%�7'%�$0/530-

This is an electronic device that reduces energy 
consump on and pump wear, by varying the frequency 
and voltage supplied to the electric motor.  VFD (variable 
frequency drive) is also known as adjustable speed drive, 
AC drive, adjustable frequency drive, microdrive, or 
iinverter drive. In a pumping applica on, if an applica on 
does not require the motor to run at full speed (50Hz), 
the VFD can be used to ramp down the frequency and 
voltage to meet the system requirements.
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��1IBTF  - The electric power supply distribu on of 
110 volts and 230 volts. Used mainly for domes c 
and light industrial applica ons.

��1IBTF��- The electric power supply distribu on of 
400 volts + . Used mainly for industrial applica ons.

��1PMF�.PUPS - A motor which rotates at between 
2800 and 3000 RPM. 2800 and 3000 RPM. Generally higher wear that on 
4 pole machines.

��1PMF�.PUPS� - A motor which rotates at between 
1400 and 1500 RPM. Generally a lower wear rate 
than 2 pole machines.

"HHSFTTJWF�-JRVJE - A liquid that is likely to cause 
wear by corrosion from e.g acids, certain chemicals 
and seand seawater.

"HJUBUPS - A device that is fi ed on the end of the 
rotor, before the impeller. Fi ed with vanes, it 
twists with the impeller to movement of solids and 
slurry.

"OUJ�7JCSBUJPO�'FFU - Rubber cushions to: 1) prevent 
damage caused by vibra on during pump opera on 2) 
sstop pump twis ng during startup 3) protect sump 
floor.

"OUJ�"JSMPDL - A one way valve that enables trapped
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air in a pump casing to be released to prevent 
an air-lock.

"5&9 - An EU direc ve describing what pumps are 
allowed in an environment with an explosive 
atmosphere e.g. gas, vapour and dust.

"VUP�$PVQMJOH - A cast iron set, used with a rail or rails 
((not supplied), that allows a pump to be raised and 
lowered without emptying a chamber during 
maintenance. Comprises a pedestal, guide hook and 
top bracket.

"VUPNBUJD�/P[[MF - A nozzle that will cut the fuel 
supply when the end is submerged to prevent 
a spillage.

""VUPNBUJD�1SJNJOH - The pump will be able to pump 
without any priming water.

"VUPNBUJD�1VNQ - A pump that has a float control or 
pressure switch to start and stop without an 
operator.

#BDL�1VMM�0VU - A design feature which allows the 
complete rota ng element of the pump to be removed 
ffor servicing without disconnec ng any pipework.

#BS - A metric unit of pressure, 1 Bar equivalent to 10 
metres of water or 14.22 PSI.
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#BTF�.PVOUJOH - Fixing to a horizontal surface.

#BUDI�3FHJTUFS - A meter to measure the current quan ty 
being delivered.

#BUUFSZ�0QFSBUJPO - A pump that must only be 
powered by DC electric from a ba ery.

#JPEJFTFM - A fuel that is derived from vegetable oil or 
animal animal fat.

#MBDL�8BUFS - Wastewater containing faecal ma er 
and urine.

#PEZ - The outer part of the pump.

#VOB - Nitrile rubber which is resistant to fuel and oils.

#ZQBTT�7BMWF - A relief valve to bypass liquid and prevent 
excessive pressure build up.

$$BQBDJUPS - An electrical component that will start a single 
phase motor.

$FOUJTUPLFT - The unit of kinema c viscosity measured as 
m2/s.

$FOUSJGVHBM�1VNQ - A pump that uses an impeller to move 

a fluid by conver ng rota onal kine c energy to the 
hydrodynamic energy.

$ISPNF�4UFFM - stainless steel.

$MBTT�"�"DDVSBDZ - Classifica on of the meter's ability to 
measure low flows. Class A has the least ability to do this. 
Most European na ons use Class B meters.

$MBTT�#�$MBTT�#�"DDVSBDZ - Classifica on of the meter's ability to 
measure low flows. Class B has more ability to do this 
than Class A. Most European na ons use Class B meters.

$MFBO�8BUFS�- Water that is clear but is not suitable for 
drinking.

$MPHHJOH - when an impeller stops rota ng due to a 
blockage.

$$PMVNO�0G�8BUFS - A measurement of ver cal liquid 
usually from the discharge of the pump.

$POUJOVPVTMZ�3BUFE - a pump or motor that can be 
operated constantly. 

$PSSPTJPO�3FTJTUBOU - A material that has a lower rate of 
corrosion compared to another in a specified environment.

.BSEFO�,FOU
�
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$VUUFS�1VNQ� - A pump that will intake liquid 
containing so  solids and cut them into small pieces, 
then pump through a pipe over a short distance.

%�$� - Direct current from a ba ery.

%FMJWFSZ�4JEF - The discharge/outlet side of the 
pump.

%%FNBOE�1VNQ - A pump that automa cally senses 
a change in the pressure in a pipe, from a valve/tap 
opening and closing, and turns the pump on or off 
accordingly.

%FNBOE�4XJUDI - A switch that automa cally senses a 
change in the pressure in a pipe, from a valve/tap 
opening and closing, turning the pump on or off 
aaccordingly.

%FQUI�0G�4VCNFSTJPO - The maximum depth at which 
a pump can be submerged.

%JBQISBHN - A sheet of rubber that is fixed at its edge 
for moving liquids or ac va ng a 
pressure switch.

%JFTFM�- A fuel that is used in diesel engines whose 

fuel igni on occurs without a spark.

%JòVTFS - A type of volute used with high pressure 
pumps to direct water to the discharge.

%JSUZ�8BUFS - Water that is cloudy containing very 
small par cles.

&QEN - A synthe c rubber which is resistant to 
alkalis, alkalis, ketones, salt/seawater and is a good insulator.

&YQMPTJPO�1SPPG�- The descrip on for pumps that are 
allowed in an environment with an explosive 
atmosphere e.g. gas, vapour and dust.

'JCSPVT - Solids that float or suspended, which are 
long and fibrous and of an organic nature.

'MBTI�1PJOU - The temperature point at which a vola le 
liquidliquid will vaporise to form an ignitable mixture in air.

'MPBUTXJUDI  - A device connected to a pump, directly 
or indirectly, that detects the liquid level and 
automa cally turns the pump on or off accordingly.

'PPU�7BMWF - A non-return valve with a strainer.
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+BHPO�#VTUFS�$POUJOVFE
'SFF�1BTTBHF - The dimension of a par cle that a 
pump can take.

'SFF�4UBOEJOH - A pump not connected to an auto- 
coupling but fi ed with a hose union connected to 
discharge pipe for portable use or permanent 
installinstalla on.

'VMM�-PBE�$VSSFOU - The maximum current expected 
when the device is running and defines the ra ng 
required for circuit breakers.

(MBTT�3FJOGPSDFE�1PMZFTUFS - Is a composite material or 
fibre-reinforced polymer made of a plas c 
reinforced by fine fibres made of glass.

((SBWJUZ�'FE� - Liquid under pressure from the force of 
gravity only.

(SBWJUZ�4ZTUFN - A system supplied with a liquid that 
is under pressure from the force of gravity.

(SJOEFS�1VNQ - A pump that will intake liquid 
containing so  solids and cut them into very small 
pieces, then pump through a pipe over a long 
distandistance.

(SPVOEFE�&BSUI�1PJOU - A direct physical connec on to the earth. 

(VJEF�)PPL - A cast iron claw that is fixed to a sewage pump to move safely up and down on 
guide rails during maintenance. It ensures perfect connec on of the pump with the discharge 
pipework.

(VJEF�)PPL�"EBQUPS - An assembly that converts/enables a Tsurumi sewage pump to be used 
on Flygt auto coupling system.

(VJEF�(VJEF�3BJM�,JU - A cast iron set, used with a rail or rails (not supplied), that allows a pump to be 
raised an lowered without emptying a chamber during maintenance. Comprises a pedestal, guide 
hook and top bracket.

(VJEF�3BJMT - Steel or stainless steel tube required for use with guide rail kit/auto coupling.

)BOE�0ò�"VUP�4XJUDI - A 3 posi on switch with two sets of contacts: one set is made in hand 
(direct running) and the other is made in auto (e.g. float switches).

)BSE�4PMJET - Solids that are hard and/or abrasive which may not disintegrate during pumping.

)FBE�$PWFS - The component of a submersible pump that fits over the top of the stator.

)JHI�)FBE�1VNQ - A pump that can develop high pressure.
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star ng, if the oil level drops below the 
minimum opera ng level.

0JM�$IBNCFS - The compartment that a 
mechanical seal operates in.

0JM�-JGUFS - A mechanism that supplies oil to the 
top faces of a mechanical seal even when 
the lthe level in the oil chamber drops below the 
minimum opera ng level. Patented on Tsurumi
Pumps.

0O�%FNBOE - The automa c supply of liquid 
from a pump on the opening of a valve or tap.

0WFSMPBE�1SPUFDUJPO�%FWJDF - An electrical 
device that disconnects the power to the 
pump, fpump, from the supply, during overcurrent.

1BSUJBM�*NNFSTJPO - When a submersible pump 
is not fully submerged and the of motor cooling 
becomes important.

1FEFTUBM - The cast iron bracket, fixed at the 
bo om of a chamber, that a submersible pump 
is connected to as part of a guide rail system.

11FSJQIFSBM�1VNQ - A pump that has an impeller 
with slots giving energy to the liquid. Good head 
at fairly small flow.

.POP�#MPDL - A pump which Is directly coupled to the 
motor.

.PUPS�'VTFT - Fuses fi ed inside a control panel.

.PUPS�1SPUFDUPS - An electrical device that 
disconnects the power to the pump, from the supply, 
during overcurrent.

.P.PUPS�4VQQPSUT - The brackets which a surface pump 
motor rests on and for fixing. 

.VMUJ�4UBHF  - A centrifugal pump that contains two or 
more impellers. Normally associated with high 
head/pressure pumps.

/FPQSFOF - A synthe c rubber which is resistant to 
oil, solvents, alkalines and ozone. It can tolerate high 
ttemperatures.

/PO�"CSBTJWF�-JRVJE - A liquid that does not contain 
sand, silt or any other material that can cause abrasion.

/PO�4FMG�1SJNJOH - A pump that needs the pump 
casing filled with water before star ng to enable it to 
func on. Running without water will damage the
pump.

00JM�"MFSU - A detec on device in an engine that 
will switch off an engine, and/or prevent it 

1FSNBOFOUMZ�1JQF - Pipework that is not 
temporary i.e. it is fixed or buried. 

1FUSPM - A fuel that is used in petrol engines 
whose fuel igni on occurs with a spark.

1PMZVSFUIBOF - thermoplas c that is rigid and 
smooth with a sealed surface that is 
impermeable impermeable to water.

1POET - A small or medium sized area of water 
containing aqua c life and /or vegeta on.

1PTJUJWF�%JTQMBDFNFOU - The movement of a 
liquid by trapping a fixed amount of liquid and 
then forcing (displacing) this into the discharge 
pipe with a constant flow.

11PUBCMF�8BUFS - Water that is safe to drink by 
humans.

1SFTTVSF�4XJUDI - A switch that closes an 
electrical contact when a certain set pressure 
has been reached. Can work on pressure rise 
or pressure drop.

1SFTTVSF�7FTTFM - A container designed to hold 
wwater at high pressure.

1SJNJOH�1SJNFE - The ac on of adding water to 

or having added water or water being held within 
the pump casing ready for opera on.

1SPCF - An electronic level sensor.

1VEEMF�4VDLFS - A pump or pumping accessory
which can remove water down to a very low level 
and/or water which would remain a er a tradi onal 
pumppump would stop pumping due to the height of 
the strainer.

1VMTF�0VUQVU - A device that converts the rotary 
mo on of a water meter into electronic pulses 
for measurement by a remotely located monitoring 
device.

1VNQ�$IBNCFS - A tank for storing wastewater 
and sand sewage for use in pumping sta ons.

1VNQFE�4ZTUFN - A mechanical arrangement that 
moves liquid under pressure of a pump.

17$ - Abbrevia on for polyvinyl chloride. A plas c 
that used for pipes and insula on of electrical cables.

2VJDL�3FMFBTF�$PVQMJOHT - A hose fi ng that 
provides a fast connec on or disconnec on without 
using thusing threads or flanges. 
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3BJMT - Steel or stainless steel tube required for use 
with guide rail kit/auto coupling.

3FTJEVF�1VNQ - A submersible which can remove 
water which would remain a er a tradi onal pump 
would stop pumping due to the height of the strainer.

3PDLFS�4XJUDI - An electrical on/off switch that rocks 
when pwhen pressed.

3PUBSZ�7BOF�1VNQ - A posi ve displacement pump 
that has vanes, forming chambers, which slide 
against the pump casing, fill and pump under pressure.

3VOOJOH�$VSSFOU - Indicates the current expected in 
normal opera on, which is normally no ceably 
less than the star ng current.

44FMG�1SJNJOH - A pump which retains fluid within the 
body and is then capable of a suc on li  when 
restar ng without an external suc on device.

4FNJ�5SBTI�1VNQ - A pump that will accept solids in 
suspension, but does not have an inspec on 
cover or wear ring found on a trash pump.

4FXBHF - Wastewater that contains faeces, urine, 
ttoilet ssue and menstrual protec on items.

4IBGU - The rotor of a pump and the "pump end" 
of the cranksha  of an engine pump."

 

4UBHF - A descrip on of an impeller when inside 
a pump.

4UBS�%FMUB - Alterna ve star ng method to DOL 
for large motors. Voltage is reduced as the motor is 
started then full voltage is applied near full speed.

4UBSUFS�"OE�.PUPS�1SPUFDUJPO�#PY - A simple 
ccontrol box that has an electrical device to 
protect a pump during overcurrent. They o en 
have a manual on/off switch.

4UBUJD�&MFDUSJDJUZ�- The build -of electrical 
charges on the surface of a material which then 
move by means of an electrical discharge e.g. 
a spark.

4U4USBJOFS - A type of filter to prevent unwanted 
par cles entering a pump. Integral on a 
submersible pump and external, on the suc on 
pipe inlet, on a surface pump.

4VDUJPO�$PWFS�- a plate in a pump which faces the 
impeller. When combined with the volute, it 
forces the liquid to discharge from the pump by 
cconver ng velocity to pressure. It is wearing part.

4VDUJPO�-JGU  - The nega ve pressure created by a 

surface pump, which is expressed as the ver cal 
distance from the centre line of the pump to the 
water surface.

4VDUJPO�4JEF - The side of a pump that has the 
suc on pipe.

4VDUJPO�4USBJOFS - A filter, on the suc on pipe 
inlinlet of a surface pump, to prevent entry of 
unwanted par cles.

4VSHF�3FEVDUJPO�$IBNCFS  - On a diaphragm 
pump this is the ver cle column, which draws in 
liquid during the upstroke, to limit peak stress 
during the down stroke.

4VTQFOEFE�4PMJET - Solids that float or are 
suspended, nsuspended, not hard nor abrasive and which are
likely to disintegrate during pumping.

4XJOH�$IFDL�7BMWF - A type of non-return valve 
that is flap, fixed at one side. Used mainly when a 
liquid contains solids.

5ISFF�1IBTF - The electric power supply 
distribu on of 400 volts + . Used mainly for 
industrial applicindustrial applica ons.

4JEF�0VUMFU  - A submersible pump which has 
the discharge nozzle located on the side of the 
volute casing.

4JOHMF�$IBOOFM�*NQFMMFS - An impeller with a 
single vane. Very large flow and large free 
passage of solids, which pass through the impeller. 

44JOHMF�*NQFMMFS - A centrifugal pump that 
contains one impeller. Normally associated with 
drainage, sewage, solids handling etc.

4JOHMF�1IBTF - The electric power supply 
distribu on of 110 volts and 230 volts. Used 
mainly for domes c and light industrial 
applica ons.

44JUF�8BUFS - Wastewater found on a 
construc on site which contains sand and silt 
in suspension.

4PGU�4PMJET - Solids that are not hard nor 
abrasive which are likely to disintegrate during 
pumping.

4PMWFOU - A clear, colourless liquid with an odour 
ththat dissolves substances into a solu on.

4QSJOH�$IFDL�7BMWF - A type of non-return valve, 
spring loaded, fixed in the centre. Used mainly 
when a liquid is clear of debris.
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5PQ�0VUMFU - A pump which has the discharge 
nozzle located at the top of the pump.

5SBTI�1VNQ - A pump that will accept solids in 
suspension, which has an inspec on cover and a 
wear ring.

5VOHTUFO�$BSCJEF�5JQT - The leading edges of the 
impelleimpeller of a cu er pump of a wear resistant 
material.

5XJO�*NQFMMFS�- A centrifugal pump that contains two 
impellers. Normally associated with high head/pressure 
pumps.

6SFUIBOF - A modern rubber used on impellers to give 
excep onal abrasion resistance three mes greater 
than cast ithan cast iron.

7FOU�7BMWF - A one-way valve that enables trapped air 
in a pump, casing to be released to prevent an air-lock.

7FOUVSJ - A component of a pump with a nozzle to 
increase pressure caused by a pressure differen al 
(like in a jet engine).

7JTDPTJUZ - A measure of a liquid's resistance to flow or, 
basically, the thickness.

7JUPO - A synthe c rubber developed by DuPont for 
fuels, oils, inorganic acids and other aggressive 
chemicals.

7PMVUF - An inner component that surrounds an 
impelleimpeller and directs the liquid to the discharge nozzle.

7PSUFY�*NQFMMFS - An impeller with a series of vanes. 
Capable of a large flow with the free passage of large 
solids and long and fibrous material.

8BUFS�'FBUVSFT - fountains, pools, ponds, cascades, 
waterfalls and streams powered by pumps. 

8FBS�1MBUF - A type of suc on cover that is designed 
tto be a sacrificial wearing part.

8FUUFE�1BSUT - All the components inside a pump that 
are in contact with the liquid being pumped.
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"M” or “manual”: a float switch is not fi ed. The pump will 
require an operator to control the water level by switching 
the pump on or off at the mains because it will operate 
immediately when power is applied. Some pumps must 
not be run dry, so care should be taken not to operate 
themthem without water unless we have stated that it is 
possible to do so.

 “A” or “auto”: a float switch is fi ed. The pump will turn 
itself on and off automa cally with a rise and fall of the 
water level, so the presence of an operator is not required. 
When power is connected, the pump will only operate 
when the float switch is actuated, which generally occurs 
aat or about the point when the top of the pump casing is 
submerged. The float normally stops the pump when the 
water level is s ll covering the impeller, so it is normal 
for residual water to remain in the sump. 
The volume of this water can be minimised by fi ng a 
non-return valve in the discharge pipe near the pump, to 
prevent backflow into the sump.  It is vital to ensure that 
no pno protrusions, pipes, wiring, debris etc. can obstruct the 
float switch movement.  

Failure of the float to move freely 
could damage the pump due to dry running, and/or 
cause flooding. Pendant float switches can only be 
adjusted slightly, and should not be altered so much 
that the pump will not start or stop. If you do adjust it, 
check the pump operates correctly before relying on 
the installthe installa on i.e. feed water into the chamber/sump 
slowly. Watch it star ng and stopping and adjust if 
necessary. Turning the float up and down by hand is 
not sufficient. 

When selec ng an automa c pump for an applica on, 
it is essen al that the dimensions and volume of the 
sump allow full and free movement of the float. Too 
small a sump can lead small a sump can lead to rapid on/off opera ng cycles, 
whereas a larger sump will reduce the number of starts 
the pump will make and, in turn, increase its life. Most 
motor manufacturers suggest no more than 25 starts 
per hour. Many outside influences can alter the point 
at which an automa c pump starts or stops opera ng. 
An example of this would be a build-up of grease or fat 
on the pump, the floon the pump, the float, or the walls of the chamber. 
Therefore we strongly recommend that all installa ons 
are inspected regularly to check opera on.
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“outlet (mm)”…pump connec ons

When the figure is given in an imperial measurement 
(e.g. 1¼”) then the inlet and/or outlet is threaded. A 
hose tail would be necessary if fi ng to a flexible 
pipe is required.

When the figure is given in a metric measurement 
(e.g. 32mm) then the inlet and/or outlet is supplied 
with a hose tail with a hose tail to enable fi ng to a flexible pipe.

“outlet” (where you find an outlet on a page): this is 
the internal diameter size of the discharge pipe 
required to suit the pump outlet port. Outlet pipe 
sizes can be reduced, e.g. to match exis ng 
pipe-work, however, due to increased fric on losses, 
pumping capacity will be reduced, and power 
cconsump on may be affected. 

On solids handling pumps par cularly, the risk of 
blockage is also increased. Outlet pipe size can be 
increased to improve flow over long pipe runs, but 
must not be of such a diameter that the pump is 
caused to operate below its minimum head. 

“inlet” (where you find inlet on a page): this is the internal diameter size of the inlet pipe required to suit the pump inlet. 
Reducing this size is not recommended as cavita on or erra c opera on of the pump could result, leading to greatly reduced 
pump life. In some instances, e.g. suc on li  duty on oils, it may actually be necessary to increase the bore of the suc on pipe 
from that specified. Inlet pipe or suc on hose must have a sufficiently rigid construc on and temperature range to avoid 
collapsing during pump opera on.

“free-standing version”: this includes feet or a support stand, and a ma ng flanged elbow with a female BSP outlet flange to suit 
a hose tail or pipework.“fixed-guide rail version”: this includes the components required for guide rail moun ng but excludes the 
guide rails.

“our published motor power ra ngs are “output” powers, but the power drawn from the mains (“input”) will always exceed this 
figure. As a guide, the percentage difference between output and input is greater on the lowest powered motors. An input 
figure should be used for calcula ng running costs and will vary depending on the applica on.

Voltage: the voltage that this model is available. When you see two voltages on one line e.g. 110•230 this means the pump is 
available in one or the other voltage, but not dual voltage.

iBNQw��UIJT�JT�UIF�GVMM�MPBE�DVSSFOU�TQFDJöFE�PO�
UIF�NPUPS�SBUJOH�QMBUF�J�F��UIF�SVOOJOH�DVSSFOU��
*OTUBOUBOFPVT�TUBSUJOH�DVSSFOUT�XJMM�CF�TFWFSBM�
UJNFT�UIJT�öHVSF�BOE�EFUBJMT�DBO�CF�TVQQMJFE�JG�
OFFEFE�GPS�BOZ�BQQMJDBUJPO�F�H��XIFO�SVOOJOH�
Pò�B�HFOFSBUPS��$VSSFOU��PVS�TJOHMF�BOE�UISFF�
QIBTF�QVNQT�SVO�PO�"�$��	BMQIBTF�QVNQT�SVO�PO�"�$��	BMUFSOBUJOH�DVSSFOU
�
XIJMF�MPX�WPMUBHF�QVNQT�SVO�PO�%�$��	EJSFDU�
DVSSFOU


'SFRVFODZ��BMM�PVS�"$�NPUPST�BSF�EFTJHOFE�GPS�
��)[�PQFSBUJPO�CVU�TPNF�NPEFMT�IBWF�
BMUFSOBUJWF�GSFRVFODJFT�BWBJMBCMF�
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Motors are classified according to the degree of 
enclosure protec on. The designa on used for the 
degree of protec on consists of the le ers “IP” followed 
by two characteris c numerals.

The first characteris c numeral (0 – 6) designates the 
degree of protec on of persons against contact with live 
oor moving parts inside the enclosure and protec on of 
machines against ingress of solid foreign bodies.

The second numeral (0 – 8) designates the degrees of 
protec on of machines against harmful ingress 
of liquids.

&91-04*0/�1300'�.05034��"5&9

Many industrial processes u lising flammable materials 
hhave the poten al to give rise to a poten ally 
atmosphere. Poten ally explosive atmospheres exist 
where there is a risk of explosion due to mixtures 
of gas and air, vapour and air, dust and air or other 
flammable combina ons. Where a poten ally explosive 
atmosphere is present, in order to protect personnel and 
plant, measures must be taken to ensure that the 
electrical equipmeelectrical equipment cannot ignite that poten ally 
explosive environment. It is, therefore, necessary to 
eliminate all sources of igni on which might ignite such 
mixtures. These sources include, for example, electrical 
arcs and sparks, flames and hot surfaces, sta c electricity 
and mechanical impact and fric on. To ensure 
compliance, equipment, such as pumps, must meet 

the essen al requirements as specified in the ATEX 
Direc ve 94/9/EC and be marked with the CE marking 
for EU use. Informa on on this website that describes 
the explosion proof pumps, carry a classifica on e.g. 
Eexd-ІІB-T3- ІІ-2-G. The key is as follows (and this 
pump’s classifica on):

&&FYE – type of protec on (explosion-proof enclosure)
ɭɭ# – gas group (ethylene)
5� – maximum surface temperature (200° C)
ɭɭ�– group (surface)
� – level of protec on for zone (high level of protec on 
for zone 1)
( – type of hazardous atmospheres (gases, vapours, mists)
  
iEVUZw��
Pumps: most of our A.C. pumps, have con nuously rated 
motors. If you intend to run a pump con nuously, please 
check with our Sales Department to check its suitability.  
Motors on some of our D.C. pumps are shown as 
con nuously rated, while others have an intermi ent 
rra ng that requires a period of rest, a er running, for 
cooling purposes. 

/�#� – Even if con nuously rated, all our D.C. motors 
have a finite brush life. 

1BOFMT� the number of pumps that can be operated from 
the panel and at what voltage.

IP23

IP44

IP54

IP55

IP68

��� 1SPUFDUJPO�BHBJOTU�TPMJE�CPEJFT�HSFBUFS�UIFO���NN
��� 1SPUFDUJPO�BHBJOTU�TQSBZJOH�XBUFS�VQ�UP����EFHSFF�GSPN�WFSUJDBM
��� 1SPUFDUJPO�BHBJOTU�TPMJE�CPEJFT�HSFBUFS�UIBO��NN
��� 1SPUFDUJPO�BHBJOTU�TQMBTIJOH�XBUFS�BOZ�EJSFDUJPO
��� 1SPUFDUJPO�BHBJOTU�EVTU
��� 1SPUFDUJPO�BHBJOTU�TQMBTIJOH�XBUFS�BOZ�EJSFDUJPO
���� 1SPUFDUJPO�BHBJOTU�EVTU
��� 1SPUFDUJPO�BHBJOTU�XBUFS�KFUT�BOZ�EJSFDUJPO
��� $PNQMFUF�QSPUFDUJPO�BHBJOTU�UIF�JOHSFTT�PG�EVTU
��� 4VCNFSTJCMF�NBDIJOF
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iøPXw�	øPX�M�NJO
� published flows are given in litres 
per minute and are based on pumping clean, cold 
water (or diesel, or oil, when referring to fuel and 
lubricant pumps), through the outlet bore specified. 
This figure is the maximum the pump can deliver at 
the minimum head recommended. Flow will decrease 
with an incwith an increase in head created by adding pipe 
ver cally (physical head), and/or horizontally 
(head due to fric on losses in pipe run)

iIFBEw�	IFBE�NFUFST
� published heads are given in 
metres and are based on pumping clean, cold water 
(or diesel, or oil, when referring to fuel and lubricant 
pumps), through the outlet bore specified. The 
figufigure is the maximum height of a ver cal column of 
water that the pump could support if there were 
no other losses in the system. For submersibles, the 
head is the distance from the water level to the 
highest point in the pipeline.  For surface mounted 
pumps opera ng with a flooded suc on, it is the 
distance from the pump’s centre line to the highest 
poipoint in the pipeline.  For surface pumps opera ng 
with a suc on li , the total head is again the distance 
from the water level to the highest point in the 
pipeline. In prac ce, total head is not simply a height 
difference between suc on and delivery points, 
because the fric on losses created by horizontal 
pipe-work, valves, elbows, etc., and the specific 

iTVDUJPO�MJGUw� published li s are given in metres and are 
based on pumping clean, cold water(or diesel, 
or oil, when referring to fuel and lubricant pumps), 
through the inlet bore specified. A “suc on li ” is the 
distance from the pump’s centre line to the water level. 
There are few limita ons on the discharge side of a 
pump opump or pumping system, however, there are very 
definite limita ons to the suc on side. This is why we 
suggest that submersible pumps should always be 
chosen in preference to surface mounted pumps, 
whenever possible. The theore cal maximum li  for 
clean, cold water is approximately 10 metres; however, 
in prac cal terms, it is considerably lower and we 
rrecommend 6 metres or less of the inlet pipe. For fuel 
transfer pumps the maximum is even lower and 3 
metres or less is recommended. 
For oil transfer pumps it is 2 metres or less. In all cases 
the addi onal the losses created by horizontal 
pipe-work, valves, elbows, specific gravity and viscosity 
of the liquid need to be added.

gravity and viscosity of the liquid need to be added. 
This means that in systems with long pipe runs and 
many fi ngs, pump output may be greatly reduced.
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�X�Y�M�Y�Iw (width x length x height) or “diam x h”(diameter 
x height): the figures published are either taken from the 
manufacturers’ latest specifica ons or, when these are 
not available, from our own measurements. If your 
applica on requires precise informa on we strongly 
recommend that you request wri en confirma on from 
ouour Sales Department. 

4VCNFSTJCMF�QVNQT� the width dimension excludes the 
hose coupling (when supplied). The height is measured to 
the top of the handle, li ing-eye or outlet, whichever is 
greater. 

4VSGBDF�QVNQT� the height and length, in most cases, 
excludes the handle, hose couplings and any hose kit.

&OHJOF�QVNQT�&OHJOF�QVNQT� for centrifugal pumps, this is the outside 
dimension of the frame or base plate (WX10). 
For the diaphragm pumps, the dimensions include the 
chassis, wheels, prop stands and handles.

)BOE�QVNQT� dimensions exclude the length of the 
removable lever on the DD and SD45 pumps. It is 
inclusive of the integral lever on the SD60. Where a 
ffoot-plate is fi ed, the dimensions include this size. For 
the rotary pumps, the outlet and riser pipes dimensions 
are included. Hoses and hose kits are not included in 
any dimension.

%SZ�XFJHIU� is the weight of the pump only so excludes 

any power cable, hoses or connec ons. For Tsurumi 
free-standing sewage pumps, it includes the flanged 
elbow.

1BDLJOH�XFJHIU� is the weight of the product in the 
packaging, for the purposes of delivery.

 /#� figures published are approximate and either taken 
ffrom the manufacture’s latest specifica ons or, when 
these are not available, from our own measured weight. 
This data should be used as a guide only and, if your 
applica on requires specific informa on, then we 
strongly recommend that you ask our sales department 
to provide wri en confirma on. 

40-*%4�)"/%-*/( 
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Petrol driven pumps run on unleaded fuel.

iPJM�BMFSUw� this is a protec on device for petrol engines 
that will stop the engine during opera on or prevent the 
engine star ng if there is insufficient oil in the sump.

Diesel engine pumps run on red or white diesel, but not 
bio-diesel.

iGSFF�QBTTBHF�NNw� this is the size of the solids that the 
manufacturer specifies that the pump can pass.
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